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Cel prowadzonych badań / hipoteza badawcza. Co możemy powiedzieć o obiektach kombinatorycznych
w granicy, gdy staja˛ si˛e naprawd˛e duże? Przedmiotem badań projektu jest próba odpowiedzi na to bardzo
ogólne pytanie dla konkretnych klasycznych przykładów pochodzacych
˛
mi˛edzy innymi z kombinatoryki algebraicznej, teorii reprezentacji i mechaniki statystycznej. Interesujace
˛ nas pytania maja˛ w wi˛ekszości charakter
probabilistyczny, innymi słowy pytamy o asymptotyczne zachowanie losowych obiektów kombinatorycznych,
na przykład: co można powiedzieć o ich typowym zachowaniu? Dla wielu takich modeli liczni badacze (wśród
krórych znajduje si˛e również wnioskodawca) pokazali, że losowo wybrany obiekt po przeskalowaniu koncentruje si˛e wokół pewnego kształtu granicznego.
Jednym z głównych celów badawczych projektu jest udowodnienie tego typu prawa wielkich liczb,
centralnego twierdzenia granicznego lub nawet bardziej wyrafinowanych wyników o charakterze probabilistycznym dla wyżej wspomnianych oraz innych probabilistycznych modeli kombinatorycznych oraz
zbadanie zwiazków
˛
z innymi, pozornie oddalonymi dziedzinami matematyki.
Szczególny akcent w projekcie poświ˛econy jest zagadnieniom dynamicznym: trajektoriom czastek,
˛
asymptotyce algorytmów kombinatorycznych, granicy hydrodynamicznej i ogólnie zagadnieniu istnienia dynamicznego kształtu granicznego.

Rysunek 1. Jeden z modeli kombinatorycznych b˛edacych
˛
przedmiotem badań projektu badawczego. Kolory odpowiadaja˛ sześciu możliwym kształtom kafelków. Gdy liczba kafelków
rośnie (prawy rysunek), losowo wybrana konfiguracja z dużym prawdopodobieństwem koncentruje si˛e wokół pewnego kształtu granicznego.
Zastosowana metoda badawcza / metodyka. Planujemy wykorzystać metody asymptotycznej teorii reprezentacji, kombinatoryki algebraicznej, algebraiczne metody teorii reprezentacji. Teoria macierzy losowych
oraz wolna probabilistyka Voiculescu b˛eda˛ stanowić ważne źródło heurystyki.
Wpływ spodziewanych rezultatów na rozwój nauki. Projekt badawczy dotyczy dziedziny, która wzbudza
duże zainteresowanie społeczności matematycznej, o czym moga˛ świadczyć liczne zaproszone odczyty badaczy zajmujacych
˛
si˛e kształtami granicznymi na mi˛edzynarodowych kongresach matematycznych (International
Congress of Mathematicians oraz European Congress of Mathematics).
Wyniki projektu badawczego znajda˛ liczne zastosowania w fizyce matematycznej, zwłaszcza w konktekście
modelowania zjawisk transportu w ramach fizyki statystycznej, dynamiki czastek
˛
oraz czastek
˛
drugiej klasy.
Określenie, w jakim stopniu i zakresie projekt obejmuje pionierskie badania naukowe, w tym interdyscyplinarne, ważne dla rozwoju nauki, wykraczajace
˛ poza dotychczasowy stan wiedzy. Ważnym pionierskim elementem projektu jest spojrzenie na duże (lub nawet nieskończone) losowe struktury kombinatoryczne
z dynamicznego punktu widzenia. Dynamika ta może oznaczać, że interesujaca
˛ nas klasa obiektów jest wyposażona w jakieś naturalne odwzorowanie, którego asymptotyka ujawnia nieoczekiwane strukury wewn˛etrzne
badanej klasy. W naturalny sposób budzi to pytania o istnienie dynamicznego kształtu granicznego lub o istnienie granicy hydrodynamicznej. Tego typu metoda stosowana była dotychczas wyłacznie
˛
w jedym przypadku
(wspólna praca wnioskodawcy niniejszego wniosku z Danem Romikiem dotyczaca
˛ losowych nieskończonych
tablic Younga). W ramach niniejszego projektu badawczego planowane jest zastosowanie jej w znacznie szerszym spektrum przykładów.
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Na ile sposobów można ładnie ułożyć zadana˛ liczb˛e kwadratowych klocków w rynnie tak, aby si˛e nie zsuwały? Na ile sposobów można wypełnić zadany obszar przy pomocy kwadratowych puzzli, z których każdy
ma dwie wypustki wypukłe i dwie wypustki wkl˛esłe? To przykładowe pytania pochodzace
˛ z kombinatoryki,
dziedziny matematyki zajmujacej
˛ si˛e również sudoku oraz innymi rodzajami łamigłówek.

RYSUNEK 1. Przykłady obiektów kombinatorycznych b˛edacych
˛
przedmiotem badań projektu.
Kolory na prawym rysunku odpowiadaja˛ sześciu możliwym rodzajom kafelków.
Takie pytania staja˛ si˛e oczywiście coraz trudniejsze, gdy liczba klocków rośnie. Jednocześnie jednak, gdy
liczba klocków da˛ży do nieskończoności, można stawiać nowe, jeszcze ciekawsze pytania: jeśli spośród wszystkich możliwych konfiguracji klocków lub puzzli wybierzemy w losowy sposób jedna,˛ co można powiedzieć
o wylosowanej w ten sposób typowej konfiguracji? Jeśli kwadratowe klocki z pierwszej zagadki wykonać z
kryształków kwarcu, powyższy problem staje si˛e pytaniem o typowy kształt dużej kupki piasku. Pytania tego
typu sa˛ przedmiotem badań kombinatoryki asymptotycznej a zarazem niniejszego projektu badawczego.

RYSUNEK 2. Bardzo duże odpowiedniki obiektów kombinatorycznych z Rysunku 1, wybrane
w losowy sposób. Poszczególne kratki sa˛ tak małe, że nie zostały zaznaczone na rysunku.
Wyniki symulacji komputerowych (podobnych do tych z Rysunku 2) oraz badań teoretycznych pokazuja,˛ że
w wielu takich modelach kombinatorycznych (o ile tylko ich rozmiar jest dostatecznie duży) typowa konfiguracja z prawdopodobieństem bliskim pewności koncentruje si˛e wokół takiego lub innego kształtu granicznego.
Na przykład na diagramie z prawej strony widać „zamarzni˛ete” jednobarwne obszary w narożnikach, podczas
gdy okragły
˛ obszar w środku wyglada
˛ jak chaotyczna „ciecz”. To zjawisko jest bardzo ciekawe z punktu widzenia fizyki matematycznej oraz fizyki statystycznej, których przedmiotem jest mi˛edzy innymi właśnie matematycznie ścisłe wyjaśnienie i opisanie przejść fazowych, które znamy z codziennego życia jako choćby topnienie
lodu. Jednym z zadań badawczych proponowanego projektu badawczego jest matematyczne udowodnienie wyst˛epowania tego typu zjawiska dla wi˛ekszej liczby modeli kombinatorycznych oraz zbadanie jego zwiazków
˛
z
innymi, pozornie oddalonymi dziedzinami matematyki.
Co si˛e stanie, jeśli na szczyt kupki piasku dosypiemy wi˛ecej ziaren? Jaki kształt b˛edzie miała lawina, jeśli
usuniemy ziarna piasku leżace
˛ na samym spodzie? To przykłady problemów dynamicznych, którym poświ˛econy jest szczególny akcent w niniejszym projekcie. Odpowiedzi na takie pytania dynamicznej kombinatoryki asymptotycznej moga˛ być interesujace
˛ nie tylko dla miłośników babek z piasku oraz krzyżówkowiczów.
Konfiguracje klocków w kwadratowej rynnie (fachowo zwane partycjami) pojawiaja˛ si˛e w naturalny sposób w
zaskakujaco
˛ wielu różnych kontekstach. Jednym z nich jest teoria reprezentacji, która bada sposóby w jakie
abstrakcyjne rodzaje symetrii moga˛ realizować si˛e w konkretny sposób. Ponieważ Wszechświat jest pełny różnorakich symetrii, ta wsz˛edobylska teoria ma bardzo liczne zastosowania. W szczególności, jeśli pewnego dnia
uda si˛e nam w pełni wykorzystać moc obliczeniowa,˛ która tkwi w komputerach kwantowych (lub przeciwnie:
jeśli uda si˛e nam zrozumieć ich ograniczenia), prawdopodobnie stanie si˛e to dzi˛eki zrozumieniu takich właśnie
pozornie naiwnych pytań dotyczacych
˛
babek z piasku.
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1. R ESEARCH PROJECT OBJECTIVES
1.1. Limit shapes. Many combinatorial structures can be viewed as discrete versions of continuous geometric
objects such as ‘surfaces’ or ‘shapes’. Good examples to keep in mind are provided by Young diagrams, Young
tableaux (Figure 2a) [Sag01] as well as by alternating sign matrices [Pro01] (which appear in a somewhat
concealed form on Figure 1a). It is then natural to ask about the asymptotic behavior of these discrete shapes
and surfaces as the size tends to infinity. In many cases, the shape of the surface of the typical random element
approaches a continuous limit. In such a case we say the model has a “limit shape”, see Figure 1b.
It should be stressed that such questions concerning the limit shape are usually formulated in the probabilistic
setup in which the considered class of combinatorial objects is equipped with some natural probability measure.
1.2. Dynamic limit shapes. Many combinatorial structures can be naturally equipped with some sort of dynamics which gives rise to the questions about existence of some “dynamic limit shape” which is in our focus.
A good concrete example to keep in mind is the celebrated Schützenberger’s jeu de taquin: from the initial
standard Young tableau one removes the south-west corner box (which contains the number 1, see Figure 2a);
in this way an empty cell (hole) is created. We either slide down the box directly above the hole or we slide left
the box directly right to the hole, choosing the box which carries a smaller number. We continue the sliding; in
this way the empty cell moves successively towards the boundary of the tableau, see Figure 2b.
Sample questions about the dynamical limit shape might be: is there some typical trajectory along which the
sliding occurs? Suppose we iterate the above jeu de taquin transformation; does this discrete model of draining
a two-dimensional sandpile converge to some hydrodynamic limit?
1.3. The general research goal: dynamic asymptotic combinatorics. The goal of this research proposal
is to investigate the asymptotics of large random combinatorial structures and their limit shapes and to
investigate their connection to (asymptotic) representation theory [Ker03], random matrix theory, Voiculescu’s
free probability theory [NS06], ergodic theory, statistical mechanics and mathematical physics.
Special attention will be given to dynamical aspects of such asymptotic behavior, in particular to trajectories of particles and trajectories of second class particles from the interacting particle systems [Lig05],
dynamical transformations of large combinatorial structures and their hydrodynamic limits.
Specific examples which we have in mind are concentrated in (but not limited to) the class of combinatorial
objects related to algebraic combinatorics and representation theory such as random Young diagrams and
tableaux as well as combinatorial algorithms such as Robinson–Schensted–Knuth algorithm and multidimensional Pitman transform as well as Schützenberger’s jeu de taquin, promotion and evacuation.
2. S IGNIFICANCE OF THE PROJECT
2.1. Limit shapes. Questions concerning the asymptotic limit shape of random combinatorial objects are very
natural and appealing to a wide range of mathematicians, as it can be seen by a variety of contexts in which they
have been asked. In particular, they were investigated by such mathematical celebrities as a Fields medal
laureate Andrei Okounkov [Oko06], Richard Stanley [Sta07], Anatoly Vershik [Ver95] and the research in
this area was appreciated by the mathematical community by invitations to give lectures on International
Congress of Mathematicians by Philippe Biane [Bia02] and on European Congress of Mathematics by PI
of this proposal [Śni13]. There are several good reasons for studying such limit shapes:

(a)

(b)

Figure 1. (a) A configuration of puzzles. The colors correspond to the six possible shapes of
the tiles. (b) A larger configuration of puzzles chosen randomly, with the uniform distribution.
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Figure 2. (a) example of a standard Young tableau; the numbers are increasing along the rows
and along the columns; (b) the outcome of slidings.
• Random combinatorial objects can be often considered as models of mathematical physics and, in
particular, statistical physics [Ros81]; in this context it is indeed imperative to consider the large-scale
limit and to investigate, for example, phase transitions.
• Questions from group theory, harmonic analysis on groups, probability on groups or quantum
information theory (see, for example, [Dia03, MP02, SP12, MRŚ07]) often can be rephrased in the
language of the character theory and thus fit in the scope of the asymptotic representation theory;
if this is the case then understanding of the corresponding large random combinatorial structures is
essential for answering the original question.
• There is also the aesthetical motivation: problems related to asymptotics of random combinatorial
structures are often difficult and their solutions involve an appealing interface between seemingly distant disciplines of mathematics, such as combinatorics, analysis, harmonic analysis, ergodic theory,
representation theory [BP99], probability theory, as well as quantum theory and statistical mechanics
[RS01], see also the surveys [Oko06, Sta07, Ver95, Bia02, Śni13, Rom15].
There are several models for which a convergence towards some limit shape was proved [ST77, Ros81,
Rom06, CK01, CEP96] or at least there are some heuristic arguments [CP10, Pro01, AHRV07].
2.2. Random Young diagrams, random Young tableaux. In this proposal we concentrate on examples with
a representation-theoretic flavour; for this reason a special role is played by random Young diagrams and
random Young tableaux. For the celebrated Plancherel measure the existence of the limit shape was proved
by Logan and Shepp [LS77] as well as by Vershik and Kerov [VK77]. Kerov [Ker93] proved Central Limit
Theorem for the fluctuations of the Young diagrams around the limit shape. These results were extended by
Biane [Bia98, Bia01] and PI [Śni06a] for a very wide class of natural probability measures.
An analogue of the above result can be considered for the representations of the linear group GLd (C). For
various choices of the scaling the existence of the limit shape was proved by Biane, Bufetov, Gorin, Collins,
Novak and the PI of the current research proposal [Bia95, CŚ09, BG15, CNŚ17].
2.3. Dynamic problems. One of the aspects which makes this research proposal pionieering is the special
emphasis on dynamic problems in asymptotic combinatorics and their links with the ergodic theory. Such
dynamic problems might involve large random combinatorial structures together with some natural trasformation or the dynamic aspects of some combinatorial algorithm. We shall discuss some natural examples below.
2.3.1. RSK applied to a random input. Robinson–Schensted–Knuth algorithm (RSK) is a fundamental object
of algebraic combinatorics and representation theory of the symmetric group, in particular because of its link
with Littlewood–Richardson coefficients [Sag01, FH91, Ful97]. Thus it is natural to ask the following quite
general question: what can we say about various aspects of RSK when it is applied to a random input? Two
concrete versions of this question were investigated by PI and Romik who proved ‘asymptotic determinism of
RSK insertion’ [RŚ15] as well as proved existence of limit shapes for the bumping routes [RŚ16].
2.3.2. Jeu de taquin. The main importance of the aforementioned Sützenberger’s jeu de taquin [Sch77, Sag01,
Ful97] is as a tool for studying the combinatorics of permutations and Young tableaux, especially with regards
to the Robinson–Schensted–Knuth (RSK) algorithm and the representation theory of the symmetric groups Sn
and the linear groups GLd (C).
Systematic investigation of dynamic limit shapes related to jeu de taquin (see Section 1.2) was initiated
by PI and Romik [RŚ15, Śni14]. In the special case of the Plancherel measure on the set of infinite Young
tableaux [RŚ15] we have fully described the dynamical system provided by jeu de taquin transformation from
the viewpoint of the ergodic theory. The key component in the proof was to investigate the limit shape of the
trajectory traversed by the empty cell (Figure 2), called jeu de taquin trajectory.
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2.3.3. Mathematical physics: second class particles. Diffusive systems are often described by hydrodynamical
equations (which are nonlinear PDEs), which can develop shocks, i.e. singularities in the solution. In order to
describe the dynamics of shocks on the microscopic level it is convenient to use second class particles [Lig05].
Ferrari and Kipnis [FK95] as well as Mountford and Guiol [MG05] proved that the speed of a second class
particle in TASEP (Totally AntySymmetric Exclusion Process) [Spi70] almost surely converges to a finite
random limit. Romik and PI [RŚ15] proved an analogous result for a version of TASEP in which the jump
probabilities are given by a representation-theoretic Plancherel growth process.
2.4. Random walks and their combinatorics. Dykema and Haagerup [DH04] stated as a conjecture an infinite number of combinatorial identities which generalize the classical result of Cauchy
X ✓2p◆✓2q ◆
2k
(1)
2 =
.
p
q
p+q=k

This classical identity and one of its bijective proofs have a natural interpretation in the language of random
walks on the one-dimensional lattice Z and their limit object. More specifically, the left-hand side of (1) (in
the limit as k ! 1 tends to infinity) is related to the Brownian motion. The first factor on the right-hand side
is related to the Brownian bridge [IM74] while the second factor is related to the Brownian excursion [IM74].
The bijection turns out to behave in a continuous way with respect to the limit procedure and converges to
the transformation introduced by Pitman [Pit75] in a different context. The bijection and its limit essentially
establish a measure-preserving transformation between a Brownian bridge and a Brownian excursion.
This simple bijection can be described using a fancy language as application of Robinson–Schensted–Knuth
algorithm to a word in an alphabet which consists of just two letters. By removal of the restriction on the size of
the alphabet Biane, Bougerol and O’Connell [BBO05] generalized the aforementioned result to random walks
on higher-dimensional lattices within the Weyl chamber, non-colliding random walks and the corresponding
Brownian motions, as well as higher-dimensional analogues of Pitman transform.
3. W ORK PLAN
3.1. Research goal (A): RSK applied to a random input. Consider RSK algorithm applied to an i.i.d. sequence of letters. One of the goals of this proposal is to answer the asymptotic version of the following question:
what can we say about the time evolution of the insertion tableau as we are inserting more and more letters?
The letters are inserted at the bottom of the tableau and then they are bumped up and to the left by other letters;
this results with a random, time-dependent transformation of (a finite part) of the lattice N2 corresponding to the
positions of the boxes. We plan to show that with the right choice of the scaling this ‘semigroup’ of random
transformations converges to a specific deterministic semigroup of transformation of the quarterplane
R2+ which can be interpreted as dynamics of an incompressible fluid.
3.2. Research goal (B): jeu de taquin. Consider a random standard Young tableau filling a large Young
diagram with some macroscopic limit shape (say, a rectangle). We plan to show that asymptotically the
trajectory traversed by the empty box in Schützenberger’s algorithm (the jeu de taquin trajectory) converges to a random curve. This result would be an analogue of the aforementioned result of Romik and PI
[RŚ15] for a much wider class of probability measures on the set of Young tableaux.
Consider a random standard Young tableau just as above and let us apply the jeu de taquin transformation
several times. This can be viewed as a discrete version of draining a two-dimensional container with sand
grains. We plan to prove that such random sandpile dynamics on the subset of the lattice N2 converges
to a deterministic semigroup on a subset of R2+ .
3.3. Research goal (C): TASEP with the uniform history distribution. Consider a TASEP system with a
finite numer of particles and with a specified initial and the final state. The time evolution of such a system
(its history) consists of a finite number of steps in which a prescribed particle makes a jump. We consider a
version of TASEP dynamics with modified jump probabilities in which to each history we associate equal
probability. One of the specific goals in this proposal is to prove a dynamic limit shape theorem for the
trajectories of second class particles.
3.4. Research goal (D). Brownian motion limit of Dykema–Haagerup identities. The structure of the lefthand side of more general Dykema–Haagerup identities than (1) suggests that they also have a very natural
combinatorial interpretation in terms of random walks on higher-dimensional lattices. However, in this case
the right-hand side counts more complicated combinatorial objects which as limits have more sophisticated
multidimensional versions of Brownian bridges and excursions. The bijective proof of Dykema–Haagerup
identities which was found by PI [Śni06b] also seems to involve a version of Robinson–Schensted–Knuth
algorithm but a much more complex one in which the given word is parsed several times and after each iteration
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the natural direction of time is reversed. One of the specific goals of the project is to check if this bijection has
a continuous measure-preserving version (á la Pitman) and to investigate what kind of information about
the mutlidimensional Brownian motion is provided by this new map and to explore its applications to
multidimensional Brownian motions, Brownian bridges, Brownian excursions, non-colliding Brownian
motions.
3.5. Research goal (E). Other problems. This research project has a quite wide scope of investigating (dynamic) limit shapes of various large random combinatorial structures, for this reason we also plan to attack
some other open problems, not discussed in datail in Section 2.
One of specific examples which we have in mind is proving the conjectures concerning the dynamical limit
shapes for particles in uniformly random sorting networks [AHRV07]. This part of the research proposal is
quite risky and we are not sure if this approach will turn out succesful.
We also plan to explore further applications of the asymptotic analysis of the characters of the linear groups
GLd (C) [GP15].
4. R ESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Our main tools will be the combinatorial methods and objects related to the asymptotic representation
theory of the symmetric groups, in particular the Kerov–Olshanski algebra of polynomial functions on the set
of Young diagrams [KO94], Jucys–Murphy elements [CSST14], Kerov character polynomials [DFŚ10, Śni13].
We also plan to use some results and ideas from the previous work of PI with Romik [RŚ15].
We will also use the general methods of the analytic combinatorics, the algebraic combinatorics and the
enumerative combinatorics as well as the combinatorial methods of the random matrix theory [NS06].
The trajectories of jeu de taquin seem to be examples of anamalous diffusions with rather elusive probabilistic characteristics. For this reason in the initial phase of the project we plan to run a series of computer
simulations on large Young diagrams in order to get a heuristic insight, for example on the question about the
(non)gaussianity of the shape fluctuations.
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DYNAMIC ASYMPTOTIC COMBINATORICS
PIOTR ŚNIADY

1. R ESEARCH PROJECT OBJECTIVES
1.1. Combinatorics vs asymptotic combinatorics. The main subject of combinatorics is the investigation of finite discrete structures. A good concrete example to
keep in mind are integer partitions of a given integer n, such as 5 = 4 + 1, see Figure 1a. A more sophisticated example of such a finite discrete structure is a tiling of
a square area n ⇥ n (having a specific configuration of the knobs along the boundary) with square tiles, each having exactly two convex knobs and two concave knobs,
see Figure 1b. Typical questions of combinatorics involve enumeration (‘how many
tilings there are?’) and bijections which would explain coincidences in cardinalities
of various classes of objects.
The goal of asymptotic combinatorics — which happens also to be the goal of
this proposal — is to investigate the combinatorial structures and algorithms
in the limit as their size tends to infinity [Ver95]. This change of perspective has

(a)

(b)

Figure 1. (a) Young diagram, a graphical representation of a partition
5 = 4 + 1. (b) A configuration of puzzles. The colors correspond
to the six possible shapes of the tiles.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. Larger versions of the combinatorial objects from Figure 1.
The shown objects were chosen randomly, with the uniform distribution. The individual boxes were not shown. For many models (such
as the ones above) there exists a limit shape for large random objects.
1
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profound implications on the type of questions which one considers; we shall discuss
it below on the specific example of the representation theory.
1.2. The key example: asymptotic representation theory. For almost all questions of the representation theory of the symmetric groups Sn there is a well-known
answer given by some combinatorial objects such as the above-mentioned integer
partitions (also known as Young diagrams, see Figure 1a) and Young tableaux (Figure 3a) and some combinatorial algorithms such as Littlewood–Richardson rule [Sag01]
and this level of understanding is fully satisfactory from the point of view of the classical combinatorics. Regretfully, as n ! 1 and the size of the group tends to infinity, such combinatorial answers become quickly cumbersome and too complicated to
give a tractable answer [Bia98].
In the case of the Littlewood–Richardson rule (which gives the multiplicities of a
decomposition of a certain natural reducible representation of the symmetric group
Sn into the irreducible components) the asymptotic combinatorics would call for
investigation of the probabilistic version of the original combinatorial problem.
More specifically, this means that one should consider some natural probability measure on the set of the combinatorial objects in question (in this case: the set of irreducible representations or the set of Young diagrams) and investigate the statistical
properties of the corresponding random combinatorial object, for example from the
viewpoint of some law of large numbers.
1.3. Limit shapes. Many combinatorial structures can be viewed as discrete versions of continuous geometric objects such as ‘surfaces’ or ‘shapes’, therefore they
can be embedded into this or another space of such geometric objects. Good examples to keep in mind are provided by the above-mentioned Young diagrams (Figure 1a) and Young tableaux (Figure 3a) [Sag01] as well as by alternating sign matrices [Pro01] (which appear in a somewhat concealed form on Figure 1b). It is then
natural to ask about the asymptotic behavior of these discrete shapes and surfaces
as the size parameter tends to infinity. In many cases, the shape of the surface of
the typical random element approaches a continuous limit. In such a case we say
the model has a “limit shape”. This type of phenomenon is illustrated by computer
simulations on Figure 2.
It should be stressed that such questions concerning the limit shape are usually formulated in the probabilistic setup (which we discussed briefly in Section 1.2 above)
in which the considered class of combinatorial objects is equipped with some natural probability measure. In particular, the above-mentioned ‘convergence to a limit
shape’ should be understood in some sense provided by the probability theory (for
example, like in Weak Law of Large Numbers, ‘in probability’).
1.4. Dynamics. Many combinatorial structures can be equipped with some sort of
dynamics. One of the ways to do it is to introduce some transformation of a given
class of structures.
A good concrete example to keep in mind is the celebrated Schützenberger’s
jeu de taquin [Sch77, Sag01, Ful97]. It is a transformation on the set of skew
(semi)standard Young tableaux. Its main importance is as a tool for studying the
combinatorics of permutations and Young tableaux, especially with regards to the
Robinson–Schensted–Knuth (RSK) algorithm and the representation theory of the
symmetric groups Sn and the linear groups GLd (C).
Jeu de taquin can be adapted to the framework of standard Young tableaux, as
follows. From the initial standard tableau one removes the south-west corner box
(which necessarily contains the number 1, see Figure 3a); in this way an empty cell
is created. We begin sliding of the boxes according to the rules depicted on Figure 4.
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Figure 3. (a) example of a standard Young tableau; the numbers are
increasing along the rows and along the columns; (b) the outcome
of slidings; (c) in the final step we subtract 1 from each box. The
highlighted boxes form the path along which the sliding occurred.

r

r
s
(a)

r

s
(b)

s
(c)

Figure 4. Elementary step of the jeu de taquin transformation: (a) the
initial configuration of boxes, (b) the outcome of the slide in the case
when r < s, (c) the outcome of the slide in the case when s < r.
In this way the empty cell moves successively towards the boundary of the tableau,
see Figure 3b. In the final step we subtract 1 from each entry, see Figure 3c; in this
way a standard Young tableau is created. In this way jeu de taquin is a transformation
on the set of standard Young tableaux; alternatively one can define jeu de taquin as a
transformation on the set of infinite standard Young tableaux.
1.5. Dynamic limit shapes. Investigation of various kinds of dynamics on large
random combinatorial structures naturally gives rise to the questions about existence
of some “dynamic limit shape” which is in the focus of this proposal.
More specifically, in our guiding example of Schützenberger’s jeu de taquin, one
could ask the following concrete questions about such dynamic limit shapes.
(Q1) For a randomly chosen Young tableau filling some prescribed large Young
diagram, does the jeu de taquin trajectory have some limit shape? This kind
of question is illustrated by a computer simulation on Figure 5.
(Q2) Suppose we pursue the dynamical viewpoint even further by iterating our
transformation and consider a time evolution of our discrete combinatorial
structure. In the case of jeu de taquin this would correspond to a discrete
model of draining a two-dimensional liquid from a container: the particles
diffuse to the bottom and to the left and then they disappaer in the corner.
Is there some deterministic hydrodynamic limit of this time evolution of the
boxes?
1.6. The general research goal: dynamic asymptotic combinatorics. The goal of
this research proposal is to investigate the asymptotics of large random combinatorial structures and their limit shapes and to investigate their connection to (asymptotic) representation theory [Ker03], random matrix theory, free probability
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Figure 5. Sample jeu de taquin trajectories for a large rectangle.
theory (in the sense of Voiculescu) [NS06], ergodic theory, geometric complexity theory [Lan16], statistical mechanics and mathematical physics. We plan to
prove probabilistic results such as Law of Large Numbers and Central Limit Theorem
which govern behavior of such large random combinatorial objects and algorithms.
Special attention will be given to dynamical aspects of such asymptotic behavior,
in particular to asymptotics of trajectories of particles and trajectories of second
class particles from the interacting particle systems [Lig05], dynamical transformations (in the flavor of the ergodic theory) of large combinatorial structures and
their hydrodynamic limits.
Specific examples which we have in mind are concentrated in (but not limited to)
the class of combinatorial objects related to algebraic combinatorics and representation theory such as random Young diagrams, random Young tableaux as well as
in the analogous class of combinatorial algorithms such as Robinson–Schensted–
Knuth algorithm and multidimensional Pitman transform (also with time swapping) as well as Schützenberger’s jeu de taquin, promotion and evacuation.
We will highlight some selected specific topics which will be covered by the proposal below in Sections 2.3.2, 2.3.4, 2.5, 2.6 below after we present the context.
2. S IGNIFICANCE OF THE PROJECT
2.1. Limit shapes. Questions concerning the asymptotic limit shape of random combinatorial objects (which we already discussed in Section 1.3) are very natural and
appealing to a wide range of mathematicians, as it can be seen by a variety of contexts in which they have been asked. In particular, they were investigated by such
mathematical celebrities as a Fields medal laureate Andrei Okounkov [Oko06],
Richard Stanley [Sta07], Anatoly Vershik [Ver95] and the research in this area
was appreciated by the mathematical community by invitations to give lectures
on International Congress of Mathematicians by Philippe Biane [Bia02] and on
European Congress of Mathematics by PI of this proposal [Śni13]. In the following we shall discuss briefly a few selected highlights from this field.
The list of models for which a convergence towards some limit shape is known to
hold true includes:
• random partitions, sampled with the uniform distribution [ST77] (Figure 2a),
• random partitions, sampled according to the corner growth model [Ros81],
• random extremal Erdős–Szekeres permutations [Rom06],
• uniformly random plane partitions [CK01],
• random domino tilings of the Aztec diamond [CEP96].
There are also interesting examples for which proving the convergence remains an
open, challenging problem:
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• the random alternating sign matrices (Figures 1b and 2b) [CP10, Pro01],
• random sorting networks [AHRV07].
There are several good reasons for studying such limit shapes; we overview them
briefly in the following.
• Random combinatorial objects can be often considered as models of mathematical physics and, in particular, statistical physics; in this context it is
indeed imperative to consider the large-scale limit and to investigate, for example, phase transitions.
• Questions from group theory, harmonic analysis on groups, probability on groups or quantum information theory (see, for example, [Dia03,
MP02, SP12, MRŚ07]) often can be rephrased in the language of the character theory and thus fit in the scope of the asymptotic representation theory;
if this is the case then understanding of the corresponding large random combinatorial structures is essential for answering the original question.
• There is also the aesthetical motivation which is twofold. Firstly, computer simulations often give rise to beautiful pictures analogous to Figure 2b.
Secondly, and more importantly, problems related to asymptotics of random
combinatorial structures are often difficult and their solutions involve an appealing interface between seemingly distant disciplines of mathematics, such
as combinatorics, analysis, harmonic analysis, ergodic theory, representation
theory [BP99], probability theory, as well as quantum theory and statistical
mechanics [RS01], see also the surveys [Oko06, Sta07, Ver95, Bia02, Śni13,
Rom15].
We shall discuss some additional motivations later in Section 2.2.3.
2.2. Random Young diagrams and tableaux. In this research proposal we put additional attention to the viewpoint of the representation theory. For this reason a special role is played by two special classes of combinatorial objects: Young diagrams
(Figure 1a) and Young tableaux (Figure 3a) which are intimately related both to the
representation theory of the symmetric groups Sn and the representation theory of
the linear groups GLd [FH91].
2.2.1. Probability measure associated to a representation. With this viewpoint in
mind it is beneficial to replace the uniform probability measure (which appears in
most of the examples from Section 2.1) by another probability distribution which is
tailored specifically for a given problem. This construction is an example of ‘replacing a difficult combinatorial problem by its simpler probabilistic version’ which we
mentioned in Section 1.2. The starting point is some given reducible representation
V of some group G with the decomposition into irreducible components given by
M
(1)
V =
n⇣ V ⇣ ,
b
⇣2G

where n⇣ 2 {0, 1, . . . } denotes the multiplicity of a given irreducible component
V ⇣ inside V . A typical problem of classical combinatorics would be to ‘understand’
the coefficients n⇣ which — as we discussed in Section 1.2 on the example of the
Murnaghan–Nakayama rule — might be computationally intractable. An analogous
problem of asymptotic combinatorics is more modest: to ‘understand’ the basic statistical properties of a random irreducible representation ⇣, sampled with the distribution
(2)

P(⇣) :=
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In the examples which we consider, such an irreducible representation can be identified with a Young diagram, thus the latter problem fits perfectly into the general
framework which we consider in this proposal, namely random combinatorial objects and their limit shapes.
2.2.2. Examples of reducible representations and the corresponding Young diagrams.
There are several interesting examples of reducible representations for which existence of the limit shapes for the corresponding Young diagrams was proved.
• For the left-regular representation `2 (Sn ) of the symmetric group Sn , the
corresponding measure P from (2) is the celebrated Plancherel measure. The
existence of the limit shape for the corresponding random Young diagrams
for n ! 1 was proved by Logan and Shepp [LS77] as well as by Vershik
and Kerov [VK77]. Later on Kerov [Ker93] proved Central Limit Theorem
for the fluctuations of the Young diagrams around the limit shape.
• Biane [Bia98, Bia01] proved existence of the limit shapes for a very large
class of representations of the symmetric groups and he proved that this class
is closed under natural representation-theoretic operations such as induction,
restriction, outer product and tensor product. Biane also found a deep connection between the form of the limit shapes and Voiculescu’s free probability theory [NS06]. The PI of the current proposal [Śni06a] improved Biane’s
Law of Large Numbers as well as Kerov’s CLT by showing that the fluctuations of the Young diagrams from this wide class around the limit shape are
Gaussian.
• An analogue of the above result of Biane can be considered for the representations of the linear group GLd (C): suppose that two irreducible representations which correspond to large Young diagrams are given; what can we
say about the limit shape of Young diagrams which correspond to the tensor
product of the initial representations? This kind of result is more subtle as
it depends on the choice of scaling at which the Young diagrams diverge to
infinity as the rank the rank of the group d ! 1 tends to infinity; for various
choices of the scaling the existence of the limit shape was proved by Biane,
Bufetov, Gorin, Collins, Novak and the PI of the current research proposal
[Bia95, CŚ09, BG15, CNŚ17].
2.2.3. The Young graph and its boundary. Another motivation for studying asymptotics of random Young diagrams and Young tableaux comes from the harmonic
analysis on the infinite symmetric group S1 . More specifically, Vershik and Kerov
[VK81] found a new conceptual proof of Thoma’s classification of the extremal characters of S1 [Tho64] which was based on an observation that there is a bijection —
which is a refined version of the construction from Section 2.2.1 — between the set of
the characters of the infinite symmetric group S1 and a certain class of probability
measures on the set of infinite paths in the Young graph (cf. Figure 6) or, equivalently, on the set of an infinite standard Young tableaux. In this way a link between
an interesting class of random (infinite) Young tableaux, the boundary of the Young
graph (in the sense of Martin or the minimal boundary) and the harmonic analysis
on the infinite symmetric group S1 was established.
2.3. Dynamic problems. One of the aspects which makes this research proposal
pionieering is the special emphasis on dynamic problems in asymptotic combinatorics and their links with the ergodic theory. Such dynamic problems might involve
large random combinatorial structures together with some natural trasformation or
the dynamic aspects of some combinatorial algorithm. We shall discuss some natural
examples below.
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···
;

Figure 6. The Young graph. Its vertices are Young diagrams; edges
connect pairs of diagrams which differ by addition or deletion of a
single box.
2.3.1. Robinson–Schensted–Knuth algorithm applied to a random input. Robinson–
Schensted–Knuth algorithm (RSK) is a fundamental object of algebraic combinatorics and representation theory of the symmetric group, in particular because of its
link with Littlewood–Richardson coefficients [FH91].
This algorithm is a bijection which takes as an input a word (=a finite sequence of
letters, i.e. elements of an alphabet=some linearly ordered set) and produces as an
output a pair of tableaux: the insertion tableau and the recording tableau.
The insertion tableau is a semistandard tableau constructed as follows: we start
with the empty tableau and perform a number of insertions in which consecutive
letters are being inserted into the insertion tableau. Each insertion is computed by
performing a succession of bumping steps whereby the letter is inserted into the first
row of the tableau (as far to the right as possible so that the row remains increasing
and no gaps are created), bumping an existing entry from the first row into the second
row, which results in an entry of the second row being bumped to the third row, and
so on, until finally the entry being bumped settles down in an unoccupied position.
An example is shown in Figure 7.
The recording tableau is a standard tableau which contains the information about
the order in which new entries appeared in the insertion tableau.
RSK has also an infinite version in which the input is an infinite sequence and the
output is only the recording tableau (which now becomes an infinite Young tableau).
33
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20
Figure 7. Elementary step of RSK algorithm: a new entry is inserted
into the insertion tableau. The highlighted entries form the bumping
route.
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From the viewpoint of algebraic combinatorics it is natural to ask the following
quite general question: what can we say about various aspects of RSK when it is
applied to a random input? A significant part of this proposal is devoted to answering various versions of this question. Before presenting the details of our research
goal we shall summarize below some known results.
Kerov and Vershik [VK86] investigated the recording tableau associated to an infinite sequence of independent, identically distributed (i.i.d.) random letters selected
from some alphabet. They proved that the distribution of such an infinite tableau
coincides with the probability distribution associated to a specific Thoma’s extremal
character of the infinite symmetric group S1 — the latter characters were already
discussed in Section 2.2.3. A special important example is the one in which the probability distribution on the alphabet has no atoms; the resulting probability measure
on the set of infinite Young tableaux is the celebrated Plancherel measure. It follows that the aforementioned results on the limit shape of random Young diagrams
[LS77, VK77] also apply to the outcome of RSK applied to such a random input.
Romik and PI of this proposal [RŚ16] investigated the above-mentioned special
case when RSK is applied to an i.i.d. sequence of letters with a non-atomic distribution; we proved that the bumping routes (cf. Figure 7) converge to a limit shape.
2.3.2. Specific research goal (A): RSK applied to a random input. Consider RSK
algorithm applied to an i.i.d. sequence of letters selected from some alphabet without atoms. One of the goals of this proposal is to answer the asymptotic version of
the following question: what can we say about the time evolution of the insertion
tableau as we are inserting more and more letters from the word? Clearly, the letters are inserted at the bottom of the tableau and then they are bumped up and to the
left by other letters; this results with a random, time-dependent transformation of (a
finite part) of the lattice N2 corresponding to the positions of the boxes. We plan to
show that with the right choice of the scaling this ‘semigroup’ of random transformations converges to a specific deterministic semigroup of transformation of
the quarterplane R2+ which can be interpreted as dynamics of an incompressible
fluid.
In a rare moment of sincerity we must admit that we do not see any deep applications of this result to the outer world and our only motivation is that this is a really
cool and natural problem.
2.3.3. Jeu de taquin. We continue discussion of Schützenberger’s jeu de taquin (see
Section 1.4). Systematic investigation of dynamic limit shapes related to jeu de
taquin (see Section 1.5) was initiated by PI and Romik [RŚ15, Śni14]. In the special
case of the Plancherel measure on the set of infinite Young tableaux [RŚ15] we have
fully described the dynamical system provided by jeu de taquin transformation from
the viewpoint of the ergodic theory. The key component in the proof was to investigate the limit shape of the trajectory traversed by the empty cell (indicated on
Figure 3 by the highlighted boxes), called jeu de taquin trajectory.
2.3.4. Specific research goal (B): jeu de taquin. Consider a random standard Young
tableau filling a large Young diagram with some macroscopic limit shape (say, a rectangle). We plan to show that asymptotically the trajectory traversed by the
empty box in Schützenberger’s algorithm (the jeu de taquin trajectory) converges to a random curve. This type of phenomenon is illustracted by a computer
simulation on Figure 5. This result would be an analogue of the aforementioned result of Romik and PI [RŚ15] for a much wider class of probability measures on the
set of Young tableaux.
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Consider a random standard Young tableau filling a large Young diagram with
some macroscopic limit shape (say, a rectangle). Let us apply the jeu de taquin
transformation several times. This can be viewed as a discrete version of draining
a two-dimensional container with sand grains, see question (Q2) from Section 1.5.
We plan to prove an analogue of a result claimed in Section 2.3.2 above that such
random sandpile dynamics on the subset of the lattice N2 converges to a deterministic semigroup on a subset of R2+ .
2.4. Mathematical physics: second class particles. In this research proposal we
are concerned with variations of TASEP (Totally AntySymmetric Exclusion Process)
which is the default stochastic model for transport phenomena [Spi70]. It is an interacting particle particle system on the integer lattice Z in which each node can be
either empty or occupied by a single particle. At each time step a single particle can
jump one node to the right, provided that this adjacent node is empty. The particle
which jumps is selected randomly and the choice of the jump probabilities depends
on the details of a model.
Diffusive systems (including TASEP) are often described by hydrodynamical equations (which are nonlinear partial differential equations), which can develop shocks,
i.e. singularities in the solution. Whereas the large scale continuous description of
shocks is well established, much less is known about the microscopic description
[BFKR10]. The first difficulty one has to overcome is to define the position of the
shock on the lattice lengthscale; one possible solution is to use the concept of second
class particles which we present below.
Let us declare that one of the particles is a second class particle. Just like a second
class passenger who has to yield a seat to any first class passenger, such a second
class particle has to jump to the left if a particle from the left attempts to jump to the
right, see Figure 8b. An alternative viewpoint is declare that a second class particle
is a pair which consists of an particle on the left and an empty node on the right, see
Figure 9. Second class particles follow the trajectories of density fluctuations, are
attracted by shocks and therefore serve as good markers for the shock position.
Ferrari and Kipnis [FK95] as well as Mountford and Guiol [MG05] proved that
the speed of a second class particle in TASEP almost surely converges to a finite
random limit.

#
(a)

#
(b)
Figure 8. A particle system with a second class particle (represented
as a diamond) and the allowed transitions involving the second class
particle. Other transitions obey the TASEP rules.
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#
(a)

#
(b)
Figure 9. A second class particle viewed as a pair consisting of a
particle and an empty node and its transitions.
An analogous result holds true for a version of TASEP in which the jump probabilities are given by a representation-theoretic Plancherel growth process; the latter
result turns out to be equivalent to the aforementioned result of Romik and PI of this
proposal [RŚ15] about the limit shape of jeu de taquin trajectories (see Section 2.3.3).
2.5. Specific research goal (C): TASEP with the uniform history distribution.
Consider a TASEP system with a finite numer of particles and with a specified
initial and the final state. The time evolution of such a system (its history) consists
of a finite number of steps in which a prescribed particle makes a jump. We consider
a version of TASEP dynamics with modified jump probabilities in which to each
history we associate equal probability. One of the specific goals in this proposal
is to prove a dynamic limit shape theorem for the trajectories of second class
particles.
This model has an interesting feature: by modifying the boundary conditions it is
possble to obtain several rarefaction fans [FK95] which is a feature which might be
interesting from the viewpoint of mathematical physics.
2.6. Specific research goal (D): Brownian motion limit of Dykema–Haagerup
identities. Dykema and Haagerup [DH04] stated as a conjecture an infinite number
of combinatorial identities which generalize the classical result of Cauchy
X ✓2p◆✓2q ◆
2k
(3)
2 =
.
p
q
p+q=k

The simplest of these new Dykema–Haagerup identities is
(4)
✓
◆✓
◆✓
◆
X ✓ 3p ◆✓ 3q ◆
X
2p + p00
2q + q 0
r + r0 + r00
3k
3 =
+3
.
p, p, p q, q, q
p, p, p00
q, q, q 0
r, r0 , r00
p+q=k
p+q+r=k 1
r 0 +q 0 =r+q+1
p00 +r00 =p+r+1

The classical identity (3) and one of its bijective proofs have a natural interpretation in the language of random walks on the one-dimensional lattice Z and their
limit object. More specifically, the left-hand side of (3) (in the limit as k ! 1 tends
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to infinity) is related to the Brownian motion. The first factor on the right-hand side
is related to the Brownian bridge [IM74] while the second factor is related to the
Brownian excursion [IM74]. The bijection turns out to behave in a continuous way
with respect to the limit procedure and converges to the transformation introduced by
Pitman [Pit75] in a different context. The bijection and its limit essentially establish
a measure-preserving transformation between a Brownian bridge and a Brownian
excursion.
This simple bijection can be described using a fancy language as application of
Robinson–Schensted–Knuth algorithm to a word in an alphabet which consists of just
two letters. By removal of the restriction on the size of the alphabet Biane, Bougerol
and O’Connell [BBO05] generalized the aforementioned result to random walks on
higher-dimensional lattices within the Weyl chamber, non-colliding random walks
and the corresponding Brownian motions, as well as higher-dimensional analogues
of Pitman transform.
The structure of the left-hand side of Dykema–Haagerup identities (such as (4))
suggests that they also have a very natural combinatorial interpretation in terms of
random walks on higher-dimensional lattices. However, in this case the right-hand
side counts more complicated combinatorial objects which as limits have more sophisticated multidimensional versions of Brownian bridges and excursions. The bijective proof of Dykema–Haagerup identities which was found by PI [Śni06b] also
seems to involve a version of Robinson–Schensted–Knuth algorithm but a much
more complex one in which the given word is parsed several times and after each
iteration the natural direction of time is reversed. One of the specific goals of the
project is to check if this bijection has a continuous measure-preserving version
(á la Pitman) and to investigate what kind of information about the mutlidimensional Brownian motion is provided by this new map and to explore its applications to multidimensional Brownian motions, Brownian bridges, Brownian
excursions, non-colliding Brownian motions.
3. W ORK PLAN
3.1. Research goal (A): RSK applied to a random input. We continue discussion
from Section 2.3.2.
One of the technical results contained in the aforementioned work of Romik and PI
[RŚ15] was asymptotic determinism of RSK insertion and we think that the full power
of this result has not been exploited yet. In [RŚ16] we explained how to apply this
result in another context to investigate the limit shape of jeu de taquin trajectories. It
seems that by applying some symmetries of RSK algorithm it should be possible to
apply this asymptotic determinism of RSK insertion also to study the the dynamics
of the entries of an insertion tableau. Thus description of the asymptotics of a single
particle in the insertion tableau (which corresponds to the pointwise convergence of
a random transformation, in probability) seems to be a low risk task with the chance
of success neighboring with certainty.
It would be also interesting to describe the collective behavior of the particles
(which would correspond to convergence in much stronger topology of, say, uniform
convergence of a random transformation, in probability); for such a stronger result it
is not clear if an application of the asymptotic determinism of RSK insertion would
be a sufficient tool for such a more ambitious problem.
3.2. Research goal (B): jeu de taquin. We continue discussion from Section 2.3.4
The first naive thought would be to apply the results of Romik and PI [RŚ15].
Regretfully, this does not seem to be a good idea, as we shall discuss below. The key
observation from [RŚ15] was that a random (infinite) Young tableau with Plancherel
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distribution can be generated as the recording tableau associated to an infinite word
(x0 , x1 , . . . ) of i.i.d. random letters with the uniform distribution on the unit interval
[0, 1]. Then the large-scale asymptotics of jeu de taquin trajectory is governed only
by the first entry x0 . If we tried to adapt this concept to the setup of random Young
tableaux with a specific rectangular shape we would end up with a random finite word
(x0 , . . . , xn ) which is essentially a random Erdős–Szekeres permutation [Rom06].
By the results of Romik [Rom06], the first entry x0 of such a word converges to a
deterministic limit. On the other hand, the results of computer simulations (Figure 5)
would suggest that jeu de taquin trajectory does not converge to a single deterministic
limit, but rather to a random curve from some one-dimensional family.
This negative observation indicates that the results of [RŚ15] cannot be applied
in our context directly. However, it seems that some general ideas from that work
could still be recycled and applied for studying jeu de taquin trajectories for random
Young tableaux filling a large class of (random) (skew) Young diagrams. Roughly
speaking, the proof of RSK insertion determinism from [RŚ15] was based on investigation of combinatorics of the induction and outer product of representations.
Maybe some other operation on representations (some specific version of restriction
to a subgroup?) will turn out to be the right one for our new context. The preliminary
results seem to be encouraging and this research goal with high probability is within
our reach.
Other ingredients of the proof involve known laws of large numbers for random
Young diagrams and tableaux [Bia98, Bia01, PR07].
In the most ambitious version of this research goal which involves skew Young
tableaux, some results about the asymptotics of (reducible) characters of the symmetric groups Sn related to skew Young diagrams will be necessary; regretfully these
results do not seem to be available today [Sta03] and we might need to prove them
ourselves. It is not clear if out methods will be sufficient for this most general version.
3.3. Research goal (C): TASEP with the uniform history distribution. We continue discussion from Section 2.5.
The Rost’s mapping between growth sequences of Young diagrams and timeevolutions of particle systems [Ros81] allows to translate some statements concerning Young tableaux into the language of interacting particle systems. In particular, in
our previous paper [RŚ15] we explained the relationship between the jeu de taquin
trajectory on one side and the dynamics of a second class particle on the other.
It seems therefore that the results of the Research goal (B), see Section 3.2 above,
can be to large extent translated to the language of the current research goal.
3.4. Research goal (D). Brownian motion limit of Dykema–Haagerup identities.
We continue discussion from Section 2.6
The success of this research goal is based on a deep understaning of a modification
of RSK algorithm which appears (in a somewhat concealed way) in the bijective
proof of Dykema–Haagerup identities [Śni06b]. Some preliminary promising results
in this field were obtained in a collaboration with Artur Jeż (unpublished).
3.5. Research goal (E). Other problems. This research project has a quite wide
scope of investigating (dynamic) limit shapes of various large random combinatorial structures, for this reason we also plan to attack some other open problems, not
discussed in datail in Section 2.
One of specific examples which we have in mind is proving the conjectures concerning the dynamical limit shapes for particles in uniformly random sorting networks [AHRV07]. Our plan is to use Edelman–Greene bijection [EG87] and to
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reverse-engineer the problem, possibly using the ideas and techniques developed by
PI together with Romik [RŚ15]. This part of the research proposal is quite risky and
we are not sure if this approach will turn out succesful.
We also plan to explore further applications of the asymptotic analysis of the characters of the linear groups GLd (C) [GP15].
4. R ESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Our main tools will be the combinatorial methods and objects related to the
asymptotic representation theory of the symmetric groups, in particular the Kerov–
Olshanski algebra of polynomial functions on the set of Young diagrams [KO94],
Jucys–Murphy elements [CSST14], Kerov character polynomials [DFŚ10, Śni13].
We will also use the general methods of the analytic combinatorics [FS09],
the algebraic combinatorics [Sta13] and the enumerative combinatorics [Sta97,
Sta99], as well as the combinatorial methods of the random matrix theory [NS06].
The trajectories of jeu de taquin seem to be examples of anamalous diffusions
with rather elusive probabilistic characteristics. For this reason in the initial phase
of the project we plan to run a series of computer simulations on large Young diagrams in order to get a heuristic insight, for example on the question about the
(non)gaussianity of the shape fluctuations.
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